INTRODUCTION
Let S denote a closed Lapunov surface, and B^ -the domain "bounded "by S. Consider the following "boundary problem in the theory of elasticity: Find the displacement vector u(x) = = u^(x)i+ U2(x)J+ Uj(x)k in the domain B^ such that A" u(x) + co 2 u(x) = 0 xeBi
(u>-constant, /f=(A.+2<u) grad».divrot-rot, Aj/i-Lame's constants) and Tu(x0) + i(xQ)u(xo) = G(x0,u(x0)) x0€ S,
where T is the well known tension operator, and 6(xQ) is a scalar function. By the potential methods this problem reduces to the solution of the second kind system of non-linear singular integral equations of the form <p(xo) -*j[T (Xo) r(xo,y) + 5(xo)r(xo,y)
•S cp(y)ds y = = f ( x o'^xo^)
x o eS '
where <f(x0) = (p,j (xQ)i+cf>2(xQ);f + <f>j(x0)k is an unknown vector, the integral is taken in the sense of the Cauchy principal value, T(x,y) (the fundamental solution of the equation and T P(x,y) is a matrix of the elements
f(x 0 ,<p(x 0 )) is a vector with the coordinates -^j(
. U-dimensional integral singular equations were treated by many authors. It was E.G.Tricomi who started investigations in this field. He considered a singular equation in the plain Eg ([1], [2] ). Tricomi's results were generalized "by G. Giraud ( [3] ). G.Giraud considered the integral equation (6) where the kernel K(x,y) is singular, f(x) fulfills H61-der's condition, and S is a closed Lapunov surface.
G.Giraud found the solution of (6) in the class of functions which satisfy the Holder condition, by the regularization method used by Tricomi. If we apply the operator y(x) +xj H(x,y;af)v(y)dS y ,
to the "both sides of (6) 
• ln| where aQ(x) = "bn(x), and Pif is a weakly singular operator. By the symbol of A we mean
f7«-c«
For a weakly singular operator A SimA is defined as zero. It may be proved that
Wow the problem of the regularization of the equation (11) is reduced to determination of the symbol SimA* from the equation SimA SimA* =1.
In the paper [4] S.G. M i k h 1 i n introduced a notion of the symbolic matrix for a system of integral singular equations
(A^ are the operators of the type (11)). The condition is necessary and sufficient for the existence of regularizator for the system (17).
W.D. Kupradze in his "book "Potential methods in the theory of elasticity" chapter V has proved that for the system (3) with the linear right side Fredholm» s theorems hold. He made use of Giraud and Mikhlin methods. In this paper we shall prove the existence of solution of the system (3) III. The real function 6(x Q ) is defined for x Q e S and satisfies the Hftlder condition where k 6 > 0,. 0< h ff < 1.
PROOF OP EXISTENCE OF A SOLUTION FOR THE EQUATION (j)
Consider the function space A of all systems
of real functions defined for x Q e S (each such system will "be called a "point" of A.). Addition of two such 
The space A (with the norm || ||) is therefore a Banach space. In the space A consider the set E of all points
|<pd(x0)-cptj(x^)|<k(pr <P (xo,x^) (j=1,2,3), where 9 is the number from the assumption II, k( |> is the positive number defined in the sequel, h<p is a constant with 0<h9< min(<f,hf,hi).
The set E is closed in the space A. , because the limit of an uniformly convergent sequence of points U^ {jpjj 111^ (xQ), ,M(Xo)t,M(Xo)] satisfies the conditions (26). Moreover the set E is convex because if 0<2f<1; U,Ve E then U+il-^JVeE. Let us transform E by the operation are the constants dependent on the Lamé constants, A^(x) (j=1,2,...,6) are defined in [5] p. 155, the resolvent IT(x n ,?;ae) = B(x n ; < *)H(x n ,f;*) + ok h~2 (x n ,f)] h>0 where H(£ n ,f;ae) is the matrix« with the elements of order the regularization matrix of (28).
Denote by (k) which is (26), (27) we get the estimate
To prove that if* satisfy the Holder condition we must obtain some estimates where C^ is the constant dependent on Lame's constants.
By [6] and theorem 4 in [5] , p.111, the functions 3 r (k)
D3 ( (38) i.e. the Hftlder condition with the exponent h^ and the coefficient "being proportional to that of the functions fj^Cf).
Rrom the decomposition 3 
But these inequalities are fulfilled if k<p, § are sufficiently large and k f such that
tends uniformly to (x Q ) for x Q e S and that completes the proof of the continuity of the transformation (28).
Lemma 2. The set {Vj( So, all the assumptions of the Schauder. Theorem [7] are satisfied. Thus this theorem implies that there is at least one point U* (x Q ) ,cp2(x 0 ) ,tpj(x Q )j invariant for the transformation (28). Another words, there exists a function (p"(x Q )= = cpüj(x Q )i + q?2 (x 0 )3" + cfj(x 0 )k which is a solution of the system (3).. Thus we have proved the following theorem. Theorem If I,II,III hold and the constant k f is sufficiently small and satisfies the inequality (42), then the system (3) has at least one solution <p(x Q ) = (fy (x Q )i + <¡p 2 (x 0 );f + <p^(x o )k which satisfies the Holder condition with the exponent h<p from (27).
Remark
It could be proved that each solution of the system (3)is also a solution of the problem (1),(2).
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